
ON THE INVARIANT SYSTEM OF A PAIR OF CONNEXES*

BY

O. E. GLENN

The theoretical part of this paper treats of a transvectant operation between

two general connexes

tf> = Aaix a2x • • ' arx aiu a2u • • • aeit,

ip = Bbix b2x ■■■ bpX ßm ß2u ■ ■ ■ ßaU,

wherein the variables are ternary and ( u ) contragredient to ( x ). This

operation, defined by polarization, gives all invariant formations of the simul-

taneous system of two connexes.    Our transvectant, of four indices,

t = i4>,tYÓ,

can be interpreted in terms of convolution operations employed by Gordan

in his memoirs on the systems of the ternary cubic and quartic forms, f and

in Maisano's paper J on the concomitants of the first five degrees of the ternary

quartic. For doubly homogeneous quantics which are in normal form§

(§ 1, (4)) the Formenreihe employed by E. Noether|| includes an ordered suc-

cession of terms of transvectants r. As compared with the methods of the

latter author, who dealt with normal ground-forms and therefore with a

canonical form of the problem, our algorithm is non-canonical, and therefore

symmetrical. The present method bears a closer resemblance to that of

Clebsch and Gordan^f than to subsequently developed methods.

However, as preliminary to the application of the four types of convolution

which were employed by all of the before-mentioned authors, we apply to

one of the forms tj>, \p to be combined, a single analytic operation of polariza-

tion, involving ¿-fold operative factors corresponding to the first type of

* Presented to the Society, February 27, 1915.
t Gordan, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 1 (1869), p. 90, and vol. 17 (1880),

p. 217.
Î Malsano, Giornali di Battaglini, vol. 19.
§ Gordan, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 5 (1873), p. 104, and Programmschrift

(Leipsic, 1875).
|| E. Noether, lieber die Bildung des Formensystems der tertiären biquadratischen Form,

Journal für Mathematik, vol. 134 (1908).
\ lieber biternäre Formen mit contragredienten Variabein, Mathematische An-

nalen, vol. 1 (1869), p. 359.
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convolution, j-fold operators corresponding to the second type, and ft- and

Z-fold operators corresponding respectively to the third and fourth types

of convolution. The substitutions (1) made in this polar give t . This secures

an ordering of the convolutions corresponding to a given set of indices i, j,

k,l,so that theorems analogous to those on the difference between two terms

of a binary transvectant are readily stated and proved for r. The preliminary

operation of polarization was not employed by Clebsch and Gordan, although

they, and likewise E. Noether (loc. cit.), employed the four types of convolution

(under different schemes of ordering) to generate the complete systems which

they treated.*

Where it is possible to proceed by applying convolutions between two sys-

tems which are finite and complete, absolutely or with respect to a set of

symbolical moduli, r yields all invariant formations (§ 1). Thus if we are

given the finite complete system of each connex <p, \p, then the system derived

by transvection between these two systems is itself finite and complete.

In the second part of the paper we employ t in deriving a complete system of

simultaneous concomitants of a quadric pi and a bilinear connex ax au (§ 2).

The problem of making reductions within the finite system generated by trans-

vection in this case is treated from the two standpoints of reduction by iden-

tities, and by the syzygies connecting the ground forms. It is the author's

thought that the present methods present possibilities for extension towards

a theory for the general orders when an adequate asyzygetic theory of ternary

forms is available.

We give below a list of memoirs on the various known methods of con-

structing ternary systems.f

1. Transvectant systems

Let <j>, \p be the two general connexes given above. We define the trans-

vectant t , of four indices, as follows: Polarize d> by the following operator,

where

V' dx)     yudxx + y2idx2 + y3idx3'

* The introduction of normal ground-forms enabled E. Noether to reduce the number of

processes of convolution to two essential types.

t Baker, Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, vol. 15 (1889).

Forsyth, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 12 (1890). White,

American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 14 (1892). Mertens, Wiener

Berichte, vol. 95.
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etc., and e», i», <r,, c¡ = 0 or 1, and

2« = i>        HL = J,        H°~ "k, l^v = I,

i+j^r,       k + I ^s,       i + l^tr, j + ig p.

Substitute in the resulting polar ( tb )

(a)   y^ = ßP (j»-l, •••,»),

(6)    2/f= (M) (P-l. •••.p),

(c) ^ = 6„ (p = l, ■••,„),

(d) «f= (ft,*) (P-l, •••,»),

and multiply each term of the result by the bx, ßu factors whose symbols are

not then involved in it. The resulting concomitant we call the transvectant

of tb and \p of index (I'/i) and abbreviate it as

r = i<b,í)kÍ.

We abbreviate the above polar as

(0) = £A„ii) A„(2) Ar(i) A„ra) 0.

Let <i, i2 be any two terms of the double mixed polar ( tb ).   These can

written, respectively,
¿i = yi Ui,       U = y2 U2,

where y i ( i = 1, 2 ) are the products of the ax, ay factors of U ( i = 1, 2 )

and Ui (i = 1, 2) are the products of the au, av factors of U (i = 1, 2),

respectively.    Leaving out of account the constant factor A, (tb) is an ex-

pression of the type

i<t>) = S (Ti + 72 +•••)( Ui + 02 + ■•■) =ti + tt + • • •,

wherein
v^         Aj/i) A««) tb          „TT     A„(U A„(2) $
2^7 = -»        Z^0 =-•

Oilu  ' ■ •   aau Olx  ' ' '  OrX

The first theorem to be proved depends upon the difference ¿i — t2 of two

terms of ( tb ).   We have

h - t2 = yiiUi - U2) + 17, (7i -72),

and in this each parenthesis is the difference between two terms of a simple

mixed polar. Now two terms of a simple polar are said to be adjacent when

they differ only in that a pair of factors ahV a¡x in one is replaced in the other by

ahX Ojy.    By a known theorem we can add and subtract terms within each
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parenthesis so that we will have

Ti-T2 = [yi-v'] + W -v"]+ ■■■ +h(i) -72],
(2)

Ui - Ut - [Ut - £'] + [£' - É"] + • • • + [*w - 02],

where each bracket is a difference between two adjacent terms of a simple

mixed polar.

Definition. The sum of the order of a form in the variables (a;) plus its

order in the variables ( m ) is called its grade.

Definition. The process by which we obtain from <f> — aix • ■ ■ aTX a\v • • • a,u

any one of the three covariant types

Ci = (ai a2 a3)aix • • • arx a\u ■ • • asu,

c2 = (ai a2 a3)aix ■ ■ ■ aTX aiu ■ ■ ■ aau,

c3 = «la, a2x ■ ■ • aTX a2u • • • asu,

is called convolution.

Theorem 1.    The difference between any two terms t\ ,t2 of a transvectant

r= i4>,t)Í]Í,

equals a sum of terms each of which is a term of a transvectant r of two forms <f>,

\p, at least one of which is of lower grade than the corresponding one in t . More-

over, d>, \f/ are obtained from d>, yp respectively by convolution.

To prove this theorem observe that the differences involved in (2) are

essentially of ten types, and except for factors which may be left out of account

in pursuing the argument these are

i A)    ahymakx    -aky^ahx, (7))    ahyf akyf - akyf ahyf,

i B )    ahyw a*„0) - a*„w aAyo>, ( F)    ahyf akx    - akym ahx,

(0)    ahyfakyf - akyO)ahym,

i A )    ahvM aku   - a*„0) ahu, ( A )    a»,w akvf - akvf ahvf,

i B )    a*,«) 04,0) - akvm ahvf, ( E )    ahvf aku   - akvf ahu.

(T)    ahvW akvf - akvyahvf,

Substitution from (1) in these differences gives all types of expressions which

occur in the difference between two terms of the transvectant r. The results

of the substitutions are given below, (^4) going into (^4i), (P) into (Pi),

etc.

(Ai)    ahßpakx — akßpahx = (ahak(ßpx)),

(Pi)    ahßpakß} — akßpahßq = (ah a* (ßPßq) ),
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(0i) ah$p(akbqu) - akßp(ahbqu) = iahakbq)ßpu - (ahaku)bqar,

(Di) (ahbpu) (akbqu) — (akbpu) (ahbqu) = (ahaku) (bpbqu),

(Ei)    (ahbpu)akx — (ak bpu)ahx = (ahaku)bpx — (ahakbp)ux.

The five expressions (Ai), (Bi), (Ti), (Ai), (Ei) are obtainable from the

respective expressions (Ai), (Bi), (Ci), (Di), (Ei) by the substitutions

,„. (ah    ak    ft,   ßq    bp    bq   u\

\oth    ak    bv    bq    ft,   ßq   x)'

The right-hand sides of these expressions represent terms of transvectants as

follows; the particular convolution from tb in which the factor OhX akx is re-

placed by ( an ak u ) being indicated by ( a>» a¿ m ) t¡>', and so forth :

(A!) ((ahaku)tt>',^)k-;k{,

(Bi) ((ahaku)tb', (ßPßqx)xf,')k+Vt,

(Ci) iianak^tb'^Yk+Vr1,    and    ( (ah ak u)tb', fr,,,*')^""1,

(Di) ((ahaku)tb', (bpbqu)^ykfr2,

(Ei) ((ahaku)tb' »tfOJ/f1,   and    ((ah ak u)tb', ^)Mï,\ux.

Inasmuch as (Ai), • • •, (Ei) arise from (Ai), ••■ , (Ex) by (3), the prin-

ciple of symmetry in the theory now immediately shows that the theorem is

true in all cases, since ( a;, a* m ) 0' is of lower grade than tj> and («j«ti)f

is of lower grade than ^.

An immediate corollary is that any monomial concomitant k equals the

transvectant t of which it is a term plus terms of transvectants of forms one

at least of which is a convolution from the corresponding one in t and hence

of lower grade, times powers of ux.

Evidently a successive application of this corollary gives for k an expansion

in the form

(4) K = W0 + Wi ux + w2 ul +  ■ ■ ■ .

Gordan and also Mertens derived a similar result and showed that the w,-

were normal forms, i. e. they satisfy the equation

d2 w d2 w d2 w
+ t-^t + ^r-3— = 0.

dxi 3mi     dx2 5m2     dx3 du3

Theorem 2.    Let tb = ArxB'u, \J/ = CxDl, and let r be the transvectant

r= i4>,f)i\î.

Then if it be possible to separate tb, \j/ into factors,

<b = tbitb2 = A\\B\\t-AZBZ,
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and to partition the index numbers,

i = ii + i-i,       j = ji+jii        ft == fti + ft2,        I = h + h,

in such a way that the transvectants

n- ('piAiYid,     r2 = (d>2, t2)t\\

exist as separate nonsymbolical entities, then r contains reducible terms, namely,

terms of the product t\ r2.

The transvectant r is evaluated by polarizing <j> by means of the operator

KJKJK)'('w¿)'
and substituting

wd) = D>       w(2) = (Cîi)j       „(i) = c>       „(» = (Dx)%

Thus r contains the term

*{*h)\*ky<*ï)\*hy*
*{«ky{«ky*{«ky{*kyn

[rf> = A,       tf> = (0i m) ,       ¡£> = Z>„       yf = (02«),

„O) = Ci,       *?> = (Dur),       «£> = 02,       t/22> = (7)2 a;) ].

This term is a constant times

Tin = (*i,*iXfe*í(fc,ih)fcí¡.
Let [</>] represent a system of connexes given explicitly by

<t>i = atiati (¿ = 1,2,...),

and let [\J/] represent the system

ti = b%ß\i (í-1,2, -O.

Then a system [r] is said to be the system derived from [<p], [\p] by trans-

vection when it includes all terms of all transvectants,

r= (U.vytf,

where U is a product of powers of forms from the system [d>] and V a product

of powers of forms of the system [ xf/ ].

Theorem 3.    The number of transvectants of the system [r] which contain no

reducible terms is finite.*

* Gordan proved the finiteness of simultaneous systems in 1875.
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In proof let
u = w 4>v ■ • ■ tbi°,    v = tvw ■ nb-

Then the order of U in the p = pi + • • • + pa distinct a symbols is

Pl Wi + p2 032 +   • • •   + PaUa,

and the order of U in the p distinct a symbols is

Pl Ml + 2>2 M2 +   • • •   + Pa Pa •

The total effect of the transvection r upon U, F is to produce a sequence of

terms by folding i ß symbols and j b symbols into convolution combinations with

a symbols, and by folding kb symbols and Iß symbols into convolution com-

binations with a symbols. In one of these terms h of t let the number of a

symbols not in convolution combination with other symbols be pi. Likewise

let the number of a symbols of h not so combined be p2, the number of b

symbols not combined be p3, and the number of ß symbols not combined with

other symbols be p±.   Then we have

Pl <0i + p2 W2 +   • • •   + Pa 03a = Pl + Í + j ,

Pl Ml + Pi Pi +   • • •   + Pa Pa  =  Pi + k + I,

(5) .     ,
?i nx + q2 n2 + • • • + qb nh = p3 + j + k,

q\ 7i + Qi 72 + ' • • + Qb 76 = Pi + * + I ■

We thus have a system of four linear diophantine equations in the variables

Pit ••' i Pat Qit • • • , Qb, Pi, • • • t Pi, i, j, k, I, to be satisfied in positive in-

tegers. Each reducible solution of this system corresponds to a transvectant

t having reducible terms, by the theorem last proved. But the number of

irreducible solutions of such a system is finite by a well-known theorem.

Hence the theorem is proved.

Definition. A system of connexes containing an infinite number of individ-

uals is said to be finite when there exists a finite set of the connexes such that

every connex of the system is a rational integral function of the members of

the set.

Definition. A system is complete when any form obtained from a product

of connexes of the system, by convolution, is expressible rationally and in-

tegrally in terms of connexes of the system.

A proof of a theorem now follows readily from the properties of transvec-

tants established above, giving a method of constructing the finite system of a

pair of connexes.

Theorem 4. 7/ two infinite systems of connexes [<f>], [\¡/] are each finite and

complete then the system [ r ] derived therefrom by transvection is finite and com-

plete.
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To prove the finiteness we have only to arrange the transvectants of [ r ] in

an ordered sequence arranged according to ascending degrees, those of the

same degree being ordered according to ascending grade of the product UV,

where the typical transvectant of the sequence is

r = (u,vyk,\.

Since the difference between any two terms of r is a sum of terms of trans-

vectants, _  _

t = (u,vy¿s„
where UV is of lower grade than UV, a set of connexes in terms of which all

others of [t] may be rationally expressed may be obtained by selecting terms

of the transvectants in this sequence, and precisely one term from each

transvectant which contains no reducible term. But the number of trans-

vectants in [ t ] which contain no reducible terms is finite.

To prove completeness let the finite set described above be K\, ■ ■ • , Kt,

and let P be any monomial form obtained by convolution from

P = K^K1?--- Kk'.

Then F is a term of a transvectant

iÜ,V)k',\ul,

and in which U is obtainable by convolution from [d>] forms alone, and V

from [ip] forms alone.    Hence

P » UHU, V)i:\ + 2>i'(C7, V)W.

But [d>], [ip] are, by assumption, complete systems, and consequently all

transvectants on the right belong to the system [ t ].    Hence [ r ] is complete.

2. Fundamental system of a conic and a bilinear connex

We let F = pi = ql = • • • be a quadric, L = ( pqu )2 its contra variant,

D = ( pqr )2 its discriminant . The connex / = ax au = bxßu = • • • has the

fundamental system*

f,fx = axßuba,        g = axcxißyx)ba,        h = ßu yu ( acM ) ba,

t = fl.,       ii = aß ba,       i2 = aß by c„.

The simultaneous system of F and / is the transvectant system given by

( F'7«,/</;vä" H;',,

together with the invariants i, ii, i2, D.    There are, in addition to the

* Clebsch and Gordan, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 1 (1869), p. 359.
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members of the two individual systems, precisely 92 transvectants of this for-

mula not immediately reducible by theorem (2) of § 1. This is exclusive of

the large number which are reducible by the known syzygy

gh =

i"f-ii"ux + i'f2 i"ux f2

i" ux if - i' ux+f2    f

h f ux

i' = i(i2-ii),       i" = %(i3-3iii + 2i2),       f2=fi-if + i'ux

Of the 92, twenty-three are reducible by the identity

(6) ( abu ) ( pax ) = K   b„

Pu

ax

bx

which is applicable in most cases where I > 0. The remaining 69 forms are

arranged in the following table according to ascending grade of UV, in

accordance with the theory.

Table

iFtf)lt = P«pxax,

iF,f)ll = (paM)p„,
iF,fi)llo = ba(pau)ßupx,

iL,f)To = ipqa)ipqu)au,

iL,f)\\= (pqa)(pqax),

Grade 4

iF,f)ll = ipau)aupx,

iF,fi)\l = Pßbapxax,

iFtfiYol = Pßba(pau),
iL,f)°o1 = (pqu)(pqax)ax,

(L,fi)\l = ba(pqa)(pqu)ßn,

iL,fi)l\ = ba(pqu)(pqßx)ax,       (L,fi)°x°x = K(pqa) (pqßx)

Grade 5

iF, h)H = bapß(acu)yupx,

iL> 9)To = K(pqa)(pqu)(ßyx)cx,

(F, h)l°0 = bapßpy(acu),

(L,g)H = bcl(pqa)(pqc)(ßyx).

Grade 6

(FL,f)\l = pa(qra)(qru)px,

iF,f2)l°0 = paPßaxbx,

iF,f\)ll = bapßpsdyaxcx,
(F,ffi)20u0 = Kpßpyaxcx,

(L,f2)H= (pqa)(pqb)außu,

(L,f\)\l = bady(pqa)(pqc)ßuOu,

iL,ffi)To = K(pqa)(pqc)ßuyu,

(FL,fi)\l = bapß(qra)(qru)px,

iF,f2)°0l = (pau)(pbu)außu,

iF,fl)ll = bady(pau)(pcu)ßuou,

iF,ffi)H = K(pau) (peu)ft. 7«,
(L,f2)[\l = (pqax) (pqßx)axbx,

i L, f \ ) l\ = K dy(pqßx )(pqb~x) axcx,

(i.//i)o2 = K(pqßx)(pqyx)axcx.
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Grade 7

(^,0)00 = baipau)ipcu)iqßyu)qx,

iF2,h)H = bapßpyiqac)qx, _

iL2,g)H = Kipqa) ipqc) irsßy)_irsu),

(F2, h)H = baipqßx) ipqyx) irsacx) irsu),

(FF, g)H = Kiqrc) iqrßy) ipau)px,

(FL,h)l\ = bapßpyiqru)iqracx).

Grade 8

iFL,f2)ll=papßiqra)iqru)bx,

iFL>f2)H = papßiqra)iqrb),

iFL,f2)\l = paiqra)iqrb)pxßu,

iFL,f\)2l = bapßpsdyiqra)iqru)cx,

iFL,f2x)ll = Kpßpsdyiqra)iqrc),

iFL,f2x)l0Q = bapßdyiqra)iqrc)8upx,

iFL,ffi)\l = bapßpyiqra)iqru)cx,

iFL,ffi)H = Kpßpyiqra)iqrc),
iFL,ffx)\l = bapßiqra)iqrc)yupx.

Grade 9

i^yfgYâ = Kipau) ipcu) iqdu) iqßyu)hu,
iF2,fh)î°0 = Kpßpyqsiqac)dx, _

(-FS/iflOSÍ = Kelipau) ipcu) iqdu) iqßyu) eu,
iF2,fih)i0l = baespßpyqtiqac)dx,   _

iU,fg)Z = Kipqa) ipqc) irsd)irsßy)8u,

iL2,fh)Z = Kipljßx) ipljyx) irlSx) irsäcx)dx,

i L2, fi g )°o = K es ipqa ) ( pqe) ( rsd)i rsßy^t»,

iL2,fih)H = baet ipqßx)_(pqyx) (rstx) (rsacx)dx

(FL,fg)\l = ba(qrd)(qrßy)(pau)(pcu)Su,

(FL, fh)ll = Kpß py (qrhxHqracx)dx,
iFL,fig)H = baesiqrd) iqrßy) ipau) ipcu)eu,

iFL,fih)l\ = baespß pyiqrex) iqracx)dx.

Grade 10: No irreducible forms

Grade 11

(T^Z./A)^ = bapß py qsiqac) irsd) irsu),

iFL2,fg)\l = Kiqra) iqrc) istd) istßy)psPx,

iF^LJih)™ = baespßpyqtiqac)irsd)irsu),

iFL2,fig)\°0 = baesiqra) iqrc) istd) istßy)p.px
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Grade 12

iF3,g2)To = Kes(pau) (peu) (qdu) (qfu) (rßyu) (rerju),

(L3,g2)T0 = baes(opa) (ope) (qrd) (qrf) (slßy) (sler,),

(F3, h2)H = baesp1_pyqtq1(rox)(rdf),_

(L3, h2)u0°6 = baes(opßx) (opyx) (qrex) (qrr¡x) (stacx) (stdfx),

(F2L, g2)lt = baes(rsßy) (rsñj) ipau) (peu) (qdu) (qfu),

(FL2, g2)"2 = Kes (qrd) (qrf) (stßy) (ster^ (pau) (peu),

(F2L, h2)l\ = ba es pß py g^g, (rsacx) (rsdfx),     _

(FL2, h2)H = baespßpy(qrex)(qrr]x) (siâcx) (sîdfx).

In order to illustrate the process of reduction of the transvectants which

are reducible by (6) but not by theorem (2), § 1, let us consider

This has the term

and

r = (FL,h)ll.

t = 6aPß(acM)(grM)(gr7x)pI,

( gra )    a.

t = bapß(qru)px

ax

cx(qrc)

(qru)    yu   ux

We treat each term of this t separately.   Thus we deduce

(gra) (qru)bapß pxcyux = i • ux • (FL,fi)
10
10'

(qrc)(qru)yubapßpxax = (i,/)ÎJ • (F,/i)J°,

L • (F,ayßucxba)(qru)2baaypß pxcx

In the latter case we have*

ayßu ba cx = \ux(i3 + 2i2 - 3iii) - £(i2f - iif - 2ifi)

Hence (F, ayßucxba)\l is reducible in terms of invariants and

iF,f)\l,       iF,fi)H      F.
Furthermore,

iqru)2cybapßpxax = i • L • (F,fi)H,

(qra)(qru)bapßpxyucx = / • (FL,fi)\¡,

(qrc) (qru) baaypß pxux = ux • (FL, ayßu cx ba)\°0.

The latter form is reducible in terms of ux, (FL, f)\l, (FL, fi)\l, and in-

variants.

We have now proved that the term t of t is reducible.

* Clebsch and Gordan, loc. cit., p. 374.
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A different procedure is required in the case of transvectants of the type of

r = iL,h)H
This form t has the term

t = iacu) ipqßx) ipqyx)ba,

anc t equals

ipqa)    aß   ax

ipqu)    ßa   Ux

Expanding the latter determinant we have for one of i's terms

<i = ipqa)ipqyx)ßucxba,

and <i is a term of the transvectant

n = (I,/i)îî.

Another term of rj is the reducible form

t2 = ipqa)ipqßx)bCLyucx =/• (F,/i)îi,

and we have, in accordance with the theory of § 1,

h - h - ipqa)bacx[ipqyx)ßu - ipqßx)yu]

= i pqa ) ipqu)i ßyx )cxba - ipqa) ipqßy)cxbaux.

The terms of this last difference are terms of the respective transvectants

(i,ff)ÏS,        iL,g)%l-ux,

and these are retained in the above table.    Thus <i is reducible, in the form

*i=/- iL,fi)0A + iL,g)To-ux- (Z, «7)2$ 4-2,

where S is a sum of terms of transvectants u'xiL, g)kl, g being derived by

convolution from g and hence of lower grade than g and thus linear in/, /i,

ux and invariants. The other terms of the expanded t, with minus signs

changed, are
ipqa) ipqyx)bacß ux = (F, axbacß 7„)?*MX

= (i, ayßu cx ba)uux,

ipqc)ip'qyx)axßuK=fiiL,f)Tl,

ipqu) ipqyx)aß b«cx = iiiL,f)Z,

ipqu) ipqyx)axcß ba = (i, axbacß -y«)oî,

ipqc) ipqyx)aß baux = ii • ux ■ (F,/)??.
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Hence the term í of r is reducible in terms of forms of lower degree, together

with forms which are retained in the table and forms which are terms of trans-

vectants for which the grade of UV is less than the grade of Lh.   Hence

t = (L, h)H does not belong to the fundamental system.

The remaining 21 reducible transvectants are as follows:

(FL,f2)H,       (FL,f2)ll    (FL,ffi)l\,    (FL,f)l\,      (FL,f2)l\,
02

(FL,f2)H,       (FL,fi)¡\,    (FL,f\)l\,     (FL,f\)l\,    (FL,ffi)

iFL,ffi)l\,     (F,g)l\,       (L,h)l\,        (FL,g)\\,      (F,g)°2,

(FL,g)%,        (FL,h)l\,     (F^LJgW,    iFL2,fh)%,    (F2!,/^^,

(F77,/iA)£.
University of Pennsylvania


